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Why Be Creative is the magazine for you
Be Creative is the only needlecraft magazine
that celebrates many types of needlecraft
– from patchwork to embroidery, lace to
felting plus many more, we feature exciting
interviews, how to’s and projects across multi
craft platforms. The intelligent read for anyone
who makes, Be Creative is as collectable now
as it was when it began as Workbox nearly 30
years ago.
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For almost three decades, Workbox has
been the go-to magazine for any enthusiast
serious about needlecraft, with many current
subscribers having collected every single
issue. Recently, the magazine has had a refresh
and a revamp with a new title, ‘Be Creative
with Workbox’, including exciting textile artists
from all over the world for a modern age
of stitchery while still retaining the original
style and features that readers have always
loved, designed to appeal to a whole new
generation of crafters.
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Fact: Did you know that
Workb
is one of the longest runnin ox
g
sewing magazines in it’s
field?

ISSUES OF

Workbox

For over three decades, Workb
ox
has inspired and excited
its
readers. Editor Mary Benne
llick,
takes a look back at the legacy
of
this much loved magazine

• INSPIRATIONAL ARTICLES WRITTEN
BY MAKERS THEMSELVES

1992
BELOW: Featured in the
Winter
(Workbox used to be published 1992 edition
The Sedgemoor Embroidery twice yearly)
Study group
showcased their work based
on Somerset
crafts and scenes. Workbox
has always
celebrated and supported
textile and
needlecraft groups and
guilds.
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orkbox and I are the same
age; we were
both born in 1984 and at
31, we’re both
celebrating a joint achieveme
nt – 150
issues of Workbox. The
achievement is by
no means solely mine however,
the credit must be evenly
distributed between Audrey
Babington for its original
inception and creation,
the subsequent editors
that took the
helm and the now small,
but dedicated team at One
Media
that bring you this much
loved publication bimonthly
with all the passion and
dedication of our predecess
ors.
It certainly is heartening
to hear how many of our
readers and subscribers
have been with us from
the very
start and have collected
every single issue, even
more
so that
the magazine has retained
it’s appeal not only to our
loyal
followers but now also a
new generation of needle
crafters.
Here, we delve into the archives
and celebrate some of the
highlights of the past 150
issues, enjoy! BC

• EXCITING PROJECTS FOR YOU TO TRY
• DETAILED WHAT’S ON GUIDE
• CREATIONS, INSPIRATIONS AND
INNOVATIONS

ABOVE: Projects have always
been featured in Workbox
magazine and have typically
been simplistic in design
for the
beginner or intermediat
e stitcher
while giving scope for the
more
advanced to be inspired
and
interpret in their own way.

1984

ABOVE: The very first cover
of
Audrey Babbington’s Workbox
ABOVE RIGHT: Starting
as
it meant to go on, Workbox
introduced new and exciting
embroidery designers,
just as
it does today

Editor Mary Bennellick
and Audrey Babington,
the founder of Workbox,
in 2012.
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There are several ways you can increase sales
with an advertising campaign in Be Creative –
• Display Advertising
• Shop Directory
• Advertising alongside an article/feature
EDITORIAL OPPORTUNITIES
FOR ADVERTISERS
We have a number of opportunities available
for advertisers to expand their involvement in
the magazine.
Product Marketing – Send your products in
to be featured in our Look Book, a crafty treat
for the eyes, featuring must-have items.
Articles and Contributions – The editor is
always happy to discuss potential articles with
advertisers and we offer discounted rates for
adverts placed alongside contributed content.
Advertise your event – Publicise your
craft event in our highly popular ‘What’s
On’ section; for maximum impact, submit
an article about your event to the editor to
feature alongside your ad.
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introduces us
Katie Duxbury
theatrical world
to her colourful

ADVERTISE WITH US
With an audience all over the world,
Be Creative is read by exactly the kind of
people you need to target. It’s glossy, modern,
beautiful layout and appealing print quality
mean it has an extended shelf life, maximising
the opportunities for your advert to sell,
looking it’s very best. Be Creative is passed
among friends and our digital platforms mean
that there are now even more ways for readers
to access your advert.

m

Inspiration and Philosophy

“My work is an expression of my life - full
of happiness, joy, a beautiful family, good
friends and laughter. My inspiration
comes from warm winter sun, the sound
of the ocean, darting dragonflies, places
I have been, family holidays, first spring
gardens and everyday life. To wake each
day knowing I will be creating an artwork
that brings joy to those who see it is very
fulfilling” she says. It’s easy to see too
where influences such as artist Gustav
Klimt and Antoni Gaudi are reflected in
the style of her work; she also admires
fellow Australian textile artist Annemeiki
Mien for her stunning textile portrayals of
native wildlife.
Michelle’s working philosophy
centres around colour. “Colour is essential
to life - it creates positive and negative
energies, emotions and memories. We are
surrounded by colour and texture from
the time of our birth, bringing comfort
and smiles. I hand paint my silks, I love to
use silk because of the way it holds and
resonates colour, the way it drapes and
it’s natural lustre. Colour should never be
laboured; it should come from the heart.”

Previous page: Spring Burst;
Top: Rhythm of Life;
Above: Cottage Garden, detail;
Right: Medit Karen
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Method

Michelle uses a unique method to hand
paint her silks. She doesn’t paint directly
on to the silk, preferring to paint onto a
silk screen and that is then transferred
onto the silk by running a squeegee
across the screen which pushes a gum
that transfers the dye from the screen
onto the fabric. After the fabric is printed,
it is then steamed and washed before
it can be used. Each design can only be
printed once - this method allows Michelle
to have more control and the ability to
create wonderful effects with procion
dyes. She uses these hand painted silks in
nearly every piece of textile artwork, they
form the canvas for her large pieces of
art on which she builds layers of carefully
considered papers, yarns, threads, silks,
fibres, found objects and other fabrics.
Michelle loves hand dyed fabrics and
fibers that have variegated colours
running through them and she is currently
enjoying experiencing hand dyed silk laps
and felt flimsies. As you can well imagine,
her studio is full of containers bursting
with texture and colour onto the studio
floor and migrating onto all the floors of
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Textile masterpiece
…
we just had to share

Monarch of the Glen
Rachel Wright
www.rachelwright.com
Fox
Emily Tull
stitching on canvas.
Needle Painting: hand
www.emilytull.co.uk

Artwork by Vivienne Brown

• ARTIST INTERVIEWS

BE CREATIVE ONLINE
Our exciting new website www.
creativewithworkbox.com is the place to
go for a sneak peek of the latest issue, to
subscribe, buy back issues, download project
templates, enter competitions and advertise
your business or upcoming event to our many
users. We have a rising 1,000 likes on Facebook
and an increasing presence on Twitter.
DATA
Be Creative with Workbox is printed bimonthly, six times a year. It has a readership
of 12,500, with the majority of readers being
loyal subscribers.
Our subscribers live all over the world, but are
predominantly in Europe, USA and Australia.
Be Creative with Workbox is celebrating its
150th issue this summer.

www.creativewithworkbox.com
BE INSPIRED
The annual edition of Be Creative with
Workbox, Be Inspired is bursting with the
very best textile art around. While celebrating
highlights from the previous year, it boasts
over 90 pages of brand new material and since
its launch in 2012, it has been a huge success
with subscribers and new readers alike.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Getting your advert to us

Printed Advert Sizes (mm)

We accept adverts supplied as PDFs/
Full page (with bleed) – 303 x 216
TIFFs/JPEGS. Adverts must be no less
Full page (trim) – 297 x 210
Half page (horizontal) – 131.5 x 182 than 300dpi in CMYK.

Quarter page (vertical) – 131.5 x 88
Email artwork to bev@creativewithworkbox.com, please compress files using ZIP
or STUFFIT.

DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES

Advert size		

			1
Full Page			 £700
Half Page			 £400
Quarter Page		
£225

Number of issues
3 (-10%) 6 (-20%)
£630
£360
£202.50

£560
£320
£180

Premium positions
Inside front		
Inside back		
Outside back		

£900
£800
£900

£810
£720
£810

£720
£640
£720

Shop Directory
Eighth Page only		

£75

£67.50

£60

(All prices exclude VAT)

ADVERTISING

Advertising Manager: Bev Ward

bev@creativewithworkbox.com 01395 233247
Workbox c/o One Media, 8 Woodbury Business Park, Woodbury, Devon EX5 1AY
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MEET THE TEAM
Publisher Paul Veysey
paul@creativewithworkbox.com
+44 (0)1395 233247
Editor Mary Bennellick
mary@creativewithworkbox.com
Deputy Editor Amber Balkwill
amber@creativewithworkbox.com
Art Editor Peter Frost
Events Manager Jake Tucker
events@creativewithworkbox.com
Subs Manager Elsa Hutchings
subs@creativewithworkbox.com
Advertising Manager Bev Ward
bev@creativewithworkbox.com

